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Quantum key distribution (QKD) is poised to be the first widespread implementation of quantum communi-
cation. In principle, it offers unconditional security: aneavesdropper introduces errors and thus cannot remain
concealed from the legitimate parties. However, in practical implementations the actual security depends on a
host of technological and protocol-operational components. Eve could exploit imperfections in Alice’s or Bob’s
equipment (such as source or detectors) remotely, or vulnerabilities in the actual implementation of the abstract
QKD protocol. Several such attacks have been proposed [1,2], and various proof-of-principle demonstrations on
commercial QKD devices have been performed in recent years [3–5].

Detector efficiency mismatch can be used to compromise the security of QKD cryptosystems by exploiting
variations in the detection efficiency as a function of some parameter that is controllable by Eve [2]. We propose
and experimentally demonstrate a hack to induce a large and deterministic temporal efficiency mismatch between
the two detectors of Clavis2, a commercial QKD system from IDQuantique [6].
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Fig. 1 Induced mismatch and Eve’s faked-state attack: Efficiencies η0(t) andη1(t) measured at the single-photon level, with
a time shift of 450 ps. The logarithm of their ratio quantifiesthe degree of mismatch (solid line). In comparison to the
uncompromised case, the degree of mismatch is found to be at least two orders of magnitude higher in the flanks. To eavesdrop
successfully, Eve times ‘bright’ faked states to arrive at timest = t0 or t = t1 (shaded vertical regions).

A calibration sequence named line length measurement (LLM)performs temporal calibration of the gating
window in the self-stabilized interferometric plug-and-play setup of Clavis2 [7]. By controlling the activation
instants of the gates of the two detectors D0 and D1, any existing mismatch between the respective temporal
efficienciesη0(t) andη1(t) is minimized.

Eve exploits a weakness in the implementation of LLM and obtains a time shift of the order of 450 ps. The
induced mismatch shown in Fig. 1 serves as a straightforwardimprovement in launching the time-shift attack [5].
Alternatively, a faked-state attack can be devised based onthe scheme in [2]. We develop a strategy for Eve to
minimize the quantum bit error rate (QBER) under realistic conditions by optimizing the mean photon number of
the faked states – in form of coherent pulses – and timing themappropriately at some timet = t0(1), where D1(0)
is nearly blind (refer Fig. 1). The security of the system is then fully compromised as Eve’s attack results in a
QBER below 11% without Bob noticing any deviation from his expected detection rate. To prevent this hack, we
also propose a simple countermeasure which has already beencommunicated to ID Quantique [6].
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